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Climate change pushes us towards  

"low carbon economy" under "water stress"



Climate change pushes us towards  

"low carbon economy" under "water stress"

Globalisation and financial crisis forces us towards 

"resource efficiency" and "asset value protection"



COWI POLICY
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› In the COWI Group we will take into account environmental and 
social aspects in connection with the tasks we perform for our 
customers. 

› The COWI Group considers the adherence to local legislation and 
international conventions a matter of course. 

› To meet our objectives, we will:
› Further contribute to sustainable development through constant 

improvement of our services, through our operation and through 
dialogue and co-operation with the world around us. 

› Direct our employees’ attention to and enhance their knowledge 
about environmental and social conditions in order to further the 
consideration for sustainable development in all of our activities.



COWI sustainability 
on infrastructure projects
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› COWI aims to deliver holistic solutions in all 
our projects with sustainability as a core 
element of our way of working.

› Sustainability aspects (esp. environmental) are already to some 
extent applied in our infrastructure projects, but

› we need to be able to document the sustainability outputs and 
not at least to document the added value for our customers

› we need to have a common language and understanding 
when talking about sustainability

› we need to work after a uniform sustainability 
concept and a systematic approach



Core idea of the project
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› To take access in:
› existing infrastructure projects => 

› The output will therefore not be fluffy and theoretical

› existing sustainability solutions =>
› communicate that our starting point is not zero 

- we are already working with sustainability

› existing project teams
› build up knowledge and experience in project organisations 

that have no previous experience with sustainability
- if they can do it and see the value everybody 
in COWI should be able to follow

› To develop:
› an easy value creating and systematic sustainability 

process and tool
› sustainability cases and calculate the value

Foto: Metroselskabet/
Lene Skytthe



We want to calculate the sustainability value
in economic terms and also CO2 emissions
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Outputs

› Survey on existing sustainability calculation tools on infrastructure:
› No existing single tool can cover COWI's need regarding easy calculation of CO2 and the economic 

value of all types of infrastructure projects

› The ETSI is expected to deliver a CO2, LCA and life cycle costs 
calculator

› And we focused on developing a systematic sustainability dialogue tool
› and documentation of the sustainability value on ongoing infrastructure projects
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On-line Sustainability Dialogue Tool
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Click on the 
categories

and a drop down box
will appear
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Each category has 
this type of drop 
down box, where
you can indicate the 
level of ambition, 
as: 

•'Premium' 
•'Ambitious'
•'Standard'
•'Poor'
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This is an example of 
how the tool will look, 
when you have been
through all the areas. 



Sustainability Process
One circle per project phase
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Outputs



Sustainability cases - Cityringen
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Outputs

› Bored tunnel segments and CO2 requirement
› Sustainable granite and natural stone
› Climate change adaptation
› Substitution of PVC cables to 

reduce risk of fire and CO2 emission
› Conservation of groundwater resources
› Safeguarding cultural heritage
› Substitution of green house gasses as refrigerants
› Sustainable electromechanical planning and design
› Integration of station design for flooding into landscape.

Foto: Metroselskabet/
Søren Wesseltoft
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› Using the sustainability dialogue 
tool

Cityringen



Sustainability cases - Brande Bypass
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Outputs

› Cement stabilization reduces 
asphalt consumption and costs

› Using waste materials in road embankment
› Use of local gravel pits improved 

biodiversity, CO2 emissions and costs
› Recycling asphalt reduced asphalt 

consumption, transport, CO2 emission and costs
› Road design supported expansion of local business
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› Using the sustainability dialogue 
tool

Brande Bypass



Conclusion
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› Working with most sustainability aspects is already 
common practice on COWI infrastructure projects 

› but we did not systematically document the added value for 
our customers and ourselves.

› Now, we have:
› a systematic sustainability process and dialogue tool

› cases which document the sustainability value on all aspect 
within environmental, social and economic

› sustainability specialists who can lead the process 

› And, we should be ready to create added value for our 
customers and develop a better market position regarding 
sustainability on infrastructure projects for ourselves!


